Superconducting Magnet Division
Slide No. 7 • In terms of performance, HTS is knocking on the door. But it's not there yet to make a complete high field magnet HTS magnet.
• The availability of HTS cable is limited and the cost is still high.
• However, it takes a long time to do such magnet R&D! • Start with a series of short coil 10 turn coils and quickly step in to ~50 turn coil.
• Provide high background field with Nb 3 Sn using similar technology ("React & Wind") and similar design (common coil).
• Long range future is hard to see, but a high field hybrid (HTS, Nb 3 Sn) magnet is a cost-effective possibility. 
HTS in a Hybrid Magnet
• Perfect for R&D magnets now.
HTS is subjected to the similar forces that would be present in an all HTS magnet. Therefore, several technical issues will be addressed.
• Also a good design for specialty magnets where the performance, not the cost is an issue. Also future possibilities for main dipoles.
• Field in outer layers is ~2/3 of that in the 1 st layer. Use HTS in the 1 st layer (high field region) and LTS in the other layers (low field regions). 
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Progress in Field Quality Saturation-induced Harmonics
New designs: ~ part in 10 4 Satisfies general accelerator requirement Use cutouts at strategic places in yoke iron to control the saturation. 
SUMMARY
• Set on a path of carrying out dynamic and innovative magnet R&D.
• Early success are heartening. It should change our views on "React & Wind" magnet technology.
• But more than a few success, we are banking on our R&D approach and the program is designed to deal with a few setbacks.
• The ultimate goal: significantly reduce the cost of building next colliders and to change it significantly we need to look for new approaches.
